HEXAGON DURASTONE™ & LAVAcode™ MOSAIC

**Size** 3-5/16"x3-3/4"x3/8" piece, 10-3/8"x12"x3/8" sheet

**Finish** 1/3 rockface + 1/3 brushed + 1/3 stream random mix

**Color** available in 11 colors

**Colors**
- CREMA LUNA
- BOTTICINO
- LATTE
- CONCRETE
- ASH GREY
- OLIVE
- SAND BEIGE
- COCO
- STEEL GREY
- CHARCOAL
- LAVAcode™
  - MATTE/COMBED/FLAMED

HEXAGON DURASTONE MOSAIC - STEEL GREY (MIXED FINISHES)